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Kievan Rus’ 

In the 9th century,  a band of 
Norsemen called the Rus’ were 
asked by a group of Slavs to 
“come and rule over us.” 

Eventually settling their capital in 
the city of Kiev, these Norsemen 
and their subjects became known 
as the Kievan Rus’. 

Using the rivers of the region, 
they traded from the Baltics to 
the Black Sea and beyond. 

The orange area on map to the 
right shows the region of the 
Kievan Rus’ at the start of the 
reign of Grand Prince Sviatoslav, 
who ruled from 963-972. 
 

Link to larger map 



Saints Cyril and Methodius 
863 – Two brothers from Constantinople – Cyril, a professor of philosophy, and Methodius, the 

abbot of a Greek monastery – were sent to preach the Gospel to the Slavs along the Danube 
River. 

 They translated the Gospel and the services of the Byzantine liturgy into the Old Bulgarian 
language (which later evolved into Church Slavonic) and created a Slavic alphabet based on 
Greek letters.  In its final form, this alphabet was known as Cyrillic: 

  

 

 

 

 The two brothers did not directly evangelize the Kievan Rus’, but the language and alphabet 
they used to spread the teachings of Christ became part of the common inheritance of the 
Slav peoples. 



The Conversion of the Rus’ 
AD 988 – Grand Prince Vladimir of Kiev is baptized by representatives of the Church of 

Constantinople.   He later calls for all his people to accept baptism – first in Kiev, then in the 
other cities of the Kievan’ Rus. 

1037 – A Greek metropolitan is appointed for Kiev by the  
Patriarch of Constantinople. 

As the early bishops of Kiev, as well as the wife of Grand Prince  
Vladimir, were Greeks, it is quite likely that the Greek language 
and Byzantine chant were used in their presence. 

1053 – According to an early Russian chronicle: 
“Three Greek singers, inspired by God, came with their 
families.  It is from them that angel-like singing, wonderful 
singing in the Eight Tones, as well as three-part sweet-singing 
and the most beautiful demestvenny singing to the praise and 
glory of God, originated in the Russian lands.” 

1056 or 1057 – the creation of the Ostromirov Gospel,  
a Slavonic Gospel book containing ekphonetic signs. 

 

 
The Ostromirov Gospel, c. 1056 



Slav Chant before 1037 

After the death of Saint Methodius in 885, one of his assistants named Clement went to Bulgaria, and 

was consecrated the first bishop of Ochrid.  There, he established a school which taught (among 

other things) liturgical singing.   This school was in existence for at least 100 years, until after the 

baptism of the Rus’. 

The Greek writer Theophylact compared the singers of this school favorably to those in Constantinople 

– but we do not know in which language they sang. 

990 – Ochrid becomes the capitol of the Bulgarian empire. 

1014 – The Bulgarian empire is destroyed by the Byzantine Emperor Basil II.    

 It is entirely possible that Slavic liturgical singing began in Bulgaria, and was transmitted to the 

people of neighboring regions, including the Kievan Rus’. 

 

  



Centers of early Slavic chant: Kiev 

After 988, Kiev became the ecclesiastical center of the Rus’.  It was not only the residence of the 
Great Prince;  it was also the cathedral seat of the Metropolitan (chief bishop) of the land, as 
well as a center of secular and sacred culture. 

Kievan church culture was directly modelled on that of Constantinople. 

1051 – Anthony, a Slavic monk from Mount Athos, comes to Kiev and establishes the Monastery 
of the Caves  (Kievo-Pechersk Lavra).  This monastery becomes a vital part of the history of 
Kievan monastic and religious tradition and its liturgical singing.  Many diocesan bishops were 
chosen from this monastery. 

1237 –  Russia (the lands of the Rus’) invaded by the Mongols. Kiev is destroyed, and disappears 
from the historical scene for two centuries.  Mongol presence in the lands of the Rus’ also 
limited communication with Constantinople. 



Centers of early Slavic chant: Novgorod 

Novgorod (“new city” – later “Novgorod the Great”) was the residence of the son of the Great 
Prince of the Rus’, though ruled in part by the people’s assembly.  It was a major trade center, 
and all its bishops (except perhaps the first) were Slavs. 

After the destruction of Kiev, Novgorod assumed greater importance. 

Early musical manuscripts from Novgorod contain both Greek and Slavonic texts written in 
Cyrillic. 



Centers of early Slavic chant: Moscow 

After the destruction of Kiev, the Greek metropolitan Maximos (1283-1305) moved his see to the 
city of Vladimir-on-the-Kliaz’ma.  His successor, Peter (1308-1326), moved it to a previously 
insignificant city called Moscow.  From this point on, the “Metropolitan  of Kiev” resided in 
Moscow. 

Moscow gradually assumed greater importance, as its princes threw off the Mongol yoke.  
Eventually, the residence of the Grand Prince was firmly established in Moscow around 1330. 

1448 – The newly-elected bishop Jonah is named Metropolitan of Moscow rather than 
Metropolitan of Kiev. 

1547 – Grand Prince Ivan IV (“the Terrible”) assumed the title of Tsar (emperor) of All Russia. 

1589 – Metropolitan Job of Moscow is named Patriarch of Moscow. 



Church singing in the 12th century 
c. 1100 – first Slavonic musical manuscripts, which indicated singing by a “head singer”; a choir of 

singers (lik) led by a domestik; and the people.  

Kliros: 
1. A group of clergy, associated with a church or cathedral 
2. The place in church from which they sang 

Choirs of singers had places to the left and the right of the Royal Doors, while soloists sang from 
the ambo in the middle of the church.  At this time, some hymns and refrains were 
specifically to be sung by the people. 

Cheironomy – the use of hand gestures to direct singing 

Cathedral and parish churches followed the “sung office” of Constantinople, which emphasized 
the kontakion rather than the canon. 

Monasteries followed the monastic typikon of Constantinople. 



Znammeny chant 
The notation used for most church singing was an form of the Old or Paleo-Byzantine (“stroke / 

dot”) notation, as adapted by the Slavs.  It has several names: 
 
Znammeny notation – from znamya, “sign” 

 Kriuki – “hooks” 

 Stolp notation – from the stolp (“pillar”)  
                              of eight tones 

The znammeny signs or “neumes” were marks above 
each syllable of text to show changes in pitch,  
rhythm, and manner of expression. 

Early znammeny notation does not show exact  
pitch, and cannot be interpreted exactly  
without additional information 

The znammeny neumes were adapted from Byzantine notation, but do not always have the same 
meaning.   Znammeny chant is diatonic, restrained, and oriented to the text.   Most melodies 
have 1-3 pitches per syllable. 



Znammeny chant 
Manuscripts from this era show that Slavic singers adapted Byzantine melodies, adjusting 
them to  fit the Slavonic language, its accents and phrases.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two troparia for St. John Chrysostom, in Greek and Slavonic, with comparison – Gardner, Crussian Church Singing, Vol. 2. 



Kondakarion chant 
A different kind of chant was used for certain hymns – kontakia, troparia, sessional hymns, and 

Communion hymns.  This chant was more florid and intended for singing by expert soloists. 

This kind of singing was later called  
kondakarion chant, 

and was sung by virtuoso performers in 
large churches. 

It used a variant form of stolp notation, 
with the “great hypostases” of late 
Byzantine notation as a second line 
of symbols above the stolp neumes. 

Kondakarion singing  seems to have  
died out at the time of the Mongol  
invasions, perhaps due to the loss  
of trained singers.  We have no  
manuscripts in kondakarion notation 
after 1274.    

Kondakarian chant, early 12th C – Morosan, Choral 
Performance in Pre-Revolutionary Russia, 1986. 



Variant forms of znammeny chant 
Znammeny chant was the principal form of plainchant among the Kievan Rus’ from 1200 to about 

1600.   It was well-known, and superbly suited to the liturgical texts.  But it was not the only 
form of church singing. 

About 200 years after the disappearance of kondakarion singing, we first hear of singing “in the 
demestvenny manner.”  This demestvenny chant was used for chants outside the system of 
eight tones – for example, for the fixed hymns of the services – on festive occasions, and 
employed a variant form of znammeny notation.  The name probably comes from domestik 
or demestik, the leader of a group of singers. 

Around the same time, we hear about Put’ or Putevoi chant, which provided melodies in the 
eight tones for special occasions, such as the consecration of a church.  The Put’ melodies 
were generally more melismatic than the ordinary znammeny melodies, and used more 
complicated rhythms, including syncopation. 

Finally, the music for fixed chants of the services (such as responses) were not normally written 
down in manuscripts of znammeny chant – probably because there were “too well known” 
for this to be necessary. 



Early Russian polyphony 
We also have manuscripts of demestvenny chant with “stacks” of neumes above each syllable.  

These were used for polyphonic singing.  Early Russian polyphony emphasized the melodic 
line in each voice, rather portraying the music as a series of chords. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Another form of polyphony, strochnoje or “line” singing, is an example of this same tendency, 
though the series of parallel seconds and fourths sometimes sounds dissonant to us. 

 

“By the waters of Babylon”, 3-voice strochnoje chant – S. V. Smolenskij, Palaograoherischer Atlas 



Regional and monastic chant 
Also we this time, we see references to the music of particular regions: “Novgorod demestvenny 

style” or “strochnoje chant in the Moscow manner.”    

Individual monasteries developed their own versions of the znammeny melodies;  these were 
often used in the hymns written in honor of the founders of each monastery, or other 
important saints in their calendars.  Thus, today we have Valaam chant, Pochaiv chant, etc. 
 

Around this time, we also hear about exceptionally skilled “master singers”, particularly from 
Novgorod and Moscow, who were “artful in znammeny singing.”  Some were said to have 
composed and taught as many as ten or twelve different versions of particular chants. 

These compositions, some of which have the name of the original singer attached, used the 
melodic material, and the phrases called popievki, from the tone attached to the liturgical 
text.  Thus, these new musical “versions” were part of the overall znammeny tradition. 



Azbuki 
Along with the expansion of liturgical singing in the 16th century, we see new instructional 

materials:  Azbuki, or “alphabets”. 

The earlier Azbuki simply listed the znammeny neumes, with the name of each.  Later, these 
manuals of chant provided the melodic meaning of the neumes. The azbuki are a key 
resource in the interpretation of znammeny chant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Portion of a manuscript azbuka from St. Petersburg – Velimirović, “Russian Musical Azbuki,”  
in The Study of Medieval Chant, 2001  



Western influence through Kiev 
The invasion of the Mongols, and the move of the Metropolitan of Kiev to the north, caused the 

southwest portion of the Kievan Rus’ to be politically separated from the rest of “Russia.” 
It became a part of the (Roman Catholic) Grand Duchy of Lithuania, with a new line of 
(Orthodox) Metropolitans of Kiev, subject to Constantinople rather than Moscow. 

Under Lithuanian and Polish influence, music in this region began to incorporate influences from 
Western European music.  

The most important of  these  was partesny singing: that is, singing “in parts” in the European 
fashion, along with Renaissance polyphony.  As early as 1586, a four-part vocal ensemble 
formed the base of musical instruction in some schools, with the higher parts sung by boys. 

Part singing was wildly popular, and spread from Galicia (extreme southwest Rus’) to Moscow by 
1650.  Kievan singers were in demand, and frequently brought to Moscow to serve in the 
choirs associated with the Tsar and Patriarch. 

Eventually, music was written in the partesny style for the liturgical services, with separate books 
for each vocal part. 

At the same time, a simplified form of znammeny chant, well-suited to harmonization, came into 
being: Kievan chant. 

 



Kant singing 
The new music brought to Moscow from Kiev included not only liturgical compositions and 

settings of the Psalms, but also 3-part songs in the Polish paraliturgical style known as  
kant (from the Latin cantus).   

Kanty were written in honor of Our Lord and particular saints, as well as on patriotic and 
historical topics.  They typically featured two upper voices in parallel thirds, with a bass line. 

 

 

 
Sacred kant 
composed for the 
victory at Poltava, 
1709 – Morosan, 
Choral Performance 
in Pre-Revolutionary 
Russia, 1986. 



The kliros and the choir loft 
By 1586, trained vocal ensembles were common in Kiev, and churches were being built or 

renovated in the Polish or Western style, with a choir loft (khory) over the Western door of 
the church.  From the loft, the choir director and his ensemble sang the fixed parts of the 
services, while the variable parts of each service were sung from the kliros in znammeny 
chant. 

What did this mean for the relative status of part-singers and chanters? 

“When the teacher is in the choir [loft], singing the iracteni,  he must leave on the kliros a 
person well capable of singing to the Tones and to the special melodies, and must see to it 
that there is no confusion [in the performance of the service].” 
  - 1586 choir directive, in Morosan, Choral Performance in Pre-Revolutionary Russia, 1986. 

 



Kievan notation 
Along with new styles of singing, a variation of the 5-line staff was introduced for notating 
vocal music.  This was called Kievan notation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Liturgical chants were sometimes written as binotational manuscripts, with znammeny 
neumes added above or below the five-line staff in Kievan notation. 

In 1677, Kiev was re-integrated into the Russian empire, and its chant and liturgical notations 
spread to Moscow and the rest of Russia. 

 

Do is on the middle line  



Khomoniia 
At one time, every Slavonic word ended with a vowel – though some of  these were “half 

vowels”, just barely enunciated.  Over time: 

• in ordinary speech, these half vowels became silent. 

• In chant, the half vowels had notes associated with them, and so they became pronounced 
as “o” or “a”. 

This caused a divergence between the Church Slavonic language as sung and as spoken:  
even worse, some of the words as sung now meant something completely different from 
their original intent! 

This kind of “divergent singing” was called khomoniia, and was a great source of controversy: 

 Should we change the chant melodies to suit the new pronunciation? 

 Or should we keep the chant exactly as it is? 



Additions to znammeny notation 
The Stoglav Council in Moscow (1551) had attempted to reform church singing, and also 

canonized many new Russian saints – leading to a burst of hymn-writing.  At the same time, 
new concerns arose about the teaching of proper liturgical chant. 

Around 1600, the Novgorod singing master Ivan Shaidurov began adding cinnabar marks to 
znammeny chant manuscripts.  These red marks, added to the existing neumes, showed the 
pitch of the top note of each znammeny mark.    

Later, small black marks called priznaki, serving the same function, were added, and some 
manuscripts used both cinnabar marks and  priznaki. 

These marks, along with the information in the Azbuki, allow us to read znammeny notation 
reliably from the middle of the 16th century onwards, and these transcriptions can help us to 
interpret older znammeny manuscripts. 



The Nikonian reforms 
Due to renewed contacts with the Greek Church, it became obvious that Russian liturgical 

practice was in disarray, and varied in a number of ways from the practices formerly used in 
Constantinople.   Issues like khomoniia contributed to the controversy. 

Patriarch Nikon of Moscow set about to resolve these problems by editing the existing Slavonic 
translations of the service books to match then-current Greek practice.  In some cases, he 
simply adopted changes that had been made in the Greek Church.  He also established a 
commission to collect, edit, and publish a complete set of znammeny chants, using the new 
notational improvements. 

The resulting controversy caused a split in the Russian Orthodox Church, with a group called the 
Old Ritualists or Old Believers being determined to keep to the “old ways” predating 
Patriarch Nikon’s  reforms. 

  



The Old Believers 
Those Old Believers who maintained a priesthood sang znammeny chant, recorded in the old 

notation with cinnabar marks and priznaki, corrected for the current pronunciation of Church 
Slavonic. 

Those Old Believers who abandoned the priesthood entirely (in the belief that the Church of  
their time was without grace) used znammeny chant with cinnabar marks only, and 
continued to use texts with khomoniia. 

Some Old Believer communities survived in the extreme Russian north, while others moved into 
Southwest Russia.  They maintained the use of azbuki and znammeny chant in its original 
notation to the present day. 



Official versions of znammeny chant 
Patriarch Nikon had ordered a revision of the znammeny chant.  But it was not until 1772 that the 

Holy Synod of the Russian Orthodox Church published a complete set of znammeny chants 
using Kievan (square) notation.  To the znammeny chant, these books added selections from 
demestvenny and Put’ chant, as well as Greek- and Bulgarian-influenced melodies which had 
been used in Kiev. 

In the 19th century, editions of Kievan chant, harmonized along Western European lines for four-
part singing, comprised the core of the Russian “court chant.”    These were in turn 
supplemented by new composers with liturgical music in the Romantic tradition, adapted to 
the Byzantine Liturgy and the Church Slavonic language. 

By this time, znammeny chant had been largely relegated to historical interest, or to the margins 
of the Russian Empire – the sects of the Old Believers, and those who had other reasons to 
retain earlier music. 

 



The Suprasl’ Irmologion 
In the southwestern part of the Russian Empire, the Kievan Monastery of the Caves continued to 

serve as a source of liturgical music and manuscripts. Much of this music was in the form of 
irmologia – hand-written manuscripts containing music for the znammeny chants in the eight 
tones, along with certain important melodies for the major services. 

Greek and Russian irmologia contained only the music for the irmosy of the canons.  These 
southwestern irmologia added music for stichera, troparia, and other hymns, making them 
important for studying liturgical music in this era. 

The copying of irmologia was considered both a practical and devotional practice.  However, the 
complexity of stolp notation made it a difficult and exacting work as well. 

In 1601, in the Monastery of the Annunciation at Suprasl’, in Byelorussia (modern Belarus’),  
an entire irmologion was written by hand for the znammeny tradition, in Kievan notation.   
This is the first known use of lined staff notation for East Slavic liturgical chant.  This volume 
also included a small amount of demestvenny and regional chant. 

 

 



The L’viv Irmologion 
The city of L’viv (L’vov, L’viw) was an major ecclesiastical center to the west of Kiev. 

In the seventeenth century, Orthodox brotherhoods  
were established in support of Orthodox church  
culture.  Education – particularly in singing – and the  
printing of books for the church were an important  
part of the work of these brotherhoods. 

In 1709, a book titled Irmologion, that is,  
Octoechos was printed at L’viv, and  
reprinted over the next two hundred  
years in various forms.  

This book was widely distributed through 
the Slavic-speaking lands of the  
Austro-Hungarian Empire, of which 
L’viv was a part. 

As we will see next week, the znammeny  
chant in this book made up a core part  
of the prostopinije tradition. 

 

 

 

A page from the L’viv Irmologion, 1700. 



Contents of the 1904 L’viv Irmologion 

Instructional foreword 

Fixed hymns of The All-Night Vigil  
and Great Compline 

For each of the Eight Tones: 
Stichera of Sunday vespers 
Troparion of the Resurrection 
Special melodies 
Gradual (steppena) melodies 
Irmosy, Odes 1 through 9 
Special melodies, or podobny 
Feast-day stichera 
Bolhar melody 

“It is truly proper” 

Polyeleos (Psalms 135-136) 

 
 

 

Exaltations for feasts 

Bulgarian exaltations 

Chants for the Liturgy of Presanctified Gifts 

Chants for the Liturgy of Saint Basil the Great 

Troparia for Saturdays in the Great Fast 

Chants for Great and Holy Week 

Chants for Pascha 

Hymn of Saint  Ambrose (Te Deum) 

Table showing the correct irmosy for each 
canon during the liturgical year. 
 

 

 

 

 

for a total of 576 pages 



Summary 
• The earliest Slavic chant probably drew on both Byzantine Greek and Bulgarian models. 

• Znammeny chant is the core singing tradition of the Kievan Rus’.   Based on Byzantine 
melodies adapted to Slavic singing styles, it is diatonic, restrained, and oriented to the 
liturgical text.  It is neumatic, with 1-3 notes per syllable, and occasional melismas. 

• Znammeny notation (also called stolp notation or kriuki) is derived from Old Byzantine 
musical notation,  and shows relative pitches.  Later additions to the notation – cinnabar 
marks and priznaki – allow us to fix the pitches more precisely. 

• In addition to znammeny chant, other forms of Slavic chant (demestvenny, Put’, strochnoje, 
and monastic chants) came into use in Russia.  The most commonly used music was not 
written down, but sung from memory. 

• Western influence led to the use of part singing (partesny), kanty, and harmonized chant, first 
in Kiev, then throughout the Russian Empire, as well as Kievan notation on a five-line staff. 

• Old Believers as well as those living in remote areas continued to use znammeny chant even 
after it had dropped out of use in much of Russian Orthodoxy.  The Old Believers continued 
to use stolp notation and azbuki, while in Suprasl’ and L’viv, Kievan notation was employed. 



Further reading 
• Gardner, Johann von.  Russian Church Singing, Volume 2: History from the Origins to the Mid-

Seventeenth Century.  (Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 2000). 

• Jensen, Claudia R. Musical Cultures in Seventeenth-Century Russia. (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 2009). 

• Morosan, Vladimir.  Choral Performance in Pre-Revolutionary Russia.  (Guilford, Ct: Musica 
Russica, 1986). 

• Velimirović, Miloš.  "Russian Musical Azbuki: A Turning Point in the History of Slavic Chant“, in 
The Study of Medieval Chant: Paths and Bridges, East and West: in Honor of Kenneth Levy. 
(Cambridge: Boydell & Brewer, 2001). 

• Antonowycz, Myroslaw.  The Chants from Ukrainian Heirmologia.  (Bilthoven, Netherlands: A. 
B. Creyghton, 1974). 
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